ODARA Scoring Manual and Permissions to Reproduce the ODARA

Scoring Manual
Anyone with a license for ODARA 101 can continue to access the scoring information provided free of charge as part of the learning modules and practice section of this training program.

The full scoring manual appears in the appendices of the book:


A second edition of this book is forthcoming. Currently, the original book is available in several ways.

- Kindle format from Amazon
- Some reasonably priced used copies from Amazon.com, Amazon.ca, or other booksellers
- Multiple libraries worldwide – check your location in WorldCat
- Electronic version from the American Psychological Association’s PsycBOOKS database (for institutions)
- Electronic version of separate chapters and end material from the American Psychological Association’s PsycNET (for individuals)

In addition, the ODARA and DVRAG scoring criteria are accessible from the American Psychological Association’s PsycTESTS.

Permission to Reproduce the ODARA

Agencies and third parties wishing to reproduce the ODARA scoring information (e.g., in an offender management database) or other material from the book cited above should seek permission from the American Psychological Association (APA).

Full details on permissions policies and application forms and procedures are found at: https://www.apa.org/about/contact/copyright/seek-permission

Not sure whether you need permission from the publisher? Read the APA Copyright and Permissions Information at: https://www.apa.org/about/contact/copyright